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About This Content

The second season pass for TEKKEN 7, featuring a collection of different downloadable content bundled together at a
discounted price!

Includes the following DLC:
Six additional playable characters in total!

• DLC4: Anna Williams
• DLC5: Lei Wulong

• DLC6: Marduk
• DLC7: Armor King

• DLC8: Julia
• DLC9: Negan

*To use the characters in DLC4 to DLC9, you must update the game to version 2.20 or later.

Season Pass 2 Bonus: Character Customization Items
- Tekken World Tour Set (costume items featuring the Tekken World Tour logo)

- SUMMER LESSON Set (hairstyles, costumes, accessories, and player customization items)
- Effects Set

*Some character customization items cannot be used by certain characters.
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Title: TEKKEN 7 - Season Pass 2
Genre: Action, Sports
Developer:
BANDAI NAMCO Studios Inc.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
FRANCHISE
Release Date: 5 Sep, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit OS required)

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 2GB, GTX 750Ti 2GB, or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 60 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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This game lacks a proper settings menu, and boots up with the default unity menu. This instantly makes it feel unfinished.
The game itself is aesthetically pleasing, and the sound system is very well done, making it very immersive.
Sometimes crucial parts of the levels are blocked by earliers levels that are overlapping them, so you can't really tell where
you're going. I found this frustrating sometimes.

The emoticons you get from crafting badges are a bunch of black lines that are barely visible over the grey steam chat
background. I feel like no time went into making these which is a shame.

Overall, I found this game fun to play for a few hours, but found myself bored with it very quickly.
This game is definetely not worth $10, and it's debatable if it's worth the 20ct I payed for it.. I expected something a bit better
from Around the Words.
It's hard to put into words (no pun intended), but it just felt as if something was missing.
Words fail me (okay, that pun was intended - sorry about that).

The general idea of the game is a good one, but I found the gameplay to be a bit annoying more than anything else.

Also, I was unable to find a button to turn off the music, which should have been a standard option. The music is okay for a few
seconds, but after that it just becomes irritating.
Obviously, you could just turn off your speakers or headset - but that removes the possibility of playing your own music whilst
playing the game.

I would have liked to have recommended this word game, but sadly I cannot.. IM SINGING IN THE RAIN
JUST SINGING IN THE RAIN
WHAT A GLORIOUS FEELING
IM HAPPY AGAIN. i got this game on a sick deal -2% . i cant believe i saved 2 cents. This is one of my favorite indie games!
You control this flying ship which speeds up when you fly downwards and slows down when you fly upwards. So you have to
use momentum and your surroundings (like cannons and bouncy platforms) to your advantage. It feels really nice to glide
through the levels with your ship.
Now let's get to where the game really shines: It has the most excellent level design. Almost every level has multiple ways to
beat it and there's a lot of hidden trophies. The levels are pretty varied, some are like puzzle where you have to find the right
order to push blocks and unlock switches, others are about finger dexterity, where you navigate your ship through narrow
corridors and evade moving hazards.
I also loved the speedrunning aspect of the game, every level has a highscore table where it shows you how fast you were
compared to everybody else. I made it my goal to get into the top 1000 of every level and I had a lot of fun figuring out the
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fastest way to beat each level.. It may be a bumping simulator, but it is a good game
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Great LAN party game, great mechanics!. Really great game, devs did an awesome job with everything! Highly recommend
10/10.. Reminds alot of "Svea Rike". Awsome game!. This is simply a bad game. Bad controls, bad animations, annoying loopy
music, the PDA puzzles are frustrating and add nothing to the story.. cute lil game.. It is a mystery.. For game which cost me at
$0.18 during sales, its only worth the price due to its easy achievements and trading cards other then that its a complete waste of
cash. Game crashed on me a few times. Same gameplay and difficullty in every level, nothing new to make it harder. Objects
can hit your player and stun him in a row which is really annoying preventing player from moving for a period of time. There is
also no pause menu to pause game which is just troublesome. Just get this game when its on sale, other than that don't. Should
have been a free to play game.. Some say this Arcania expansion can be played in three hours. It took me nine and a half hours.

It's a completely worthy successor to Arcania and does add to the game. It's as well made as the main game and just as much
fun. I liked being able to complete the skills upgrades I had left slightly unfinished from the first game. Good game.

I hope they make another Arcania whole new game follow on, with the same character, and same game developer. I want to
revisit this world with updated graphics. I love it.. Unchangeable awkward camera angle with very bad controls.. It is frustrating
to repeat a level just because you fell in lava at the end of the level because not being able to see what is behind that box or
awkwardly insensitive controls.. im mostly doing this coz of the background music..... but seriously, this game is very addictive.
gameplay is very well done, and man the background music is good. Original price for the complete pack is a little over the top
imo, but if you do have that much to spare, go for it. I wouldn't regret it .
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